
WAR’S HUGE GRIEF  

 

 

The capital still heaves with men and women who 

gave him the cold shoulder on its notorious moor. 

Tony’s password is Roger Rabbit. Charlotte Jones, 

whose name is The Full Monty, was told to expect 

Ben Hur. He does not really mind this arrangement: 

the evil will probably work and, indeed, is already 

working its own cure, at the cost of a weekend 

erased from their calendar, like when she said 

“Is your hair really blond?” and he wanted the 

luncheon to end. Meanwhile, Casablanca comes on 

outrageously to a Baywatch male babe lookalike, 

Four Weddings, at the same time sharing her 

passion for a lovely lady, whose sobriquet 

is Metroland, with an alcoholic blank who 

just returned from a trip abroad for a disco. 

“I was newly desperate,” whispers Victoria, or 

Shooting Fish, “to claim her husband, but he’s 

a pilot in the businesslike stream of humanity, 

commencing at what early hour I have no idea.” 

A dark shower fell about three. The wife’s code 

name is The Little Mermaid, which he found em- 

barrassing; one of the other men is Godzilla, which 

he thought brilliant and fine, all the far objects 

distinctly visible, as in a parking lot designed 

for antique cars. The next two women are single, 

a flat out bonus if you wear a necklace and 

talk rubbish to an advertising sales rep from 

Stoke Newington who goes by Men in Black. 

The two girls and he, and Doctor Doolittle, had dinner. 

The others did not expect him to pick up the tab: 

how could he insult them, swallowing it instead?  

 

 

 



NOT YET 

 

 

We saw daylight, a splinter of sea, and the tapering 

column of a neck, the narrow white rim of her col- 

lar. What a fine picture of an executioner she made 

against a factory’s brute form, the anxious jerk of 

loins far below, in the rippling chevron of the tide 

and of the killing drag of history, no more fantastic 

than New York or London, a faint smell of flowers. 

He took off the wraparounds and folded them into 

his pocket, the restless hand crawling through air; 

I guessed at drugs and bowed again, withdrawing 

when the deeper line ran from his nose to his jaw. 

 

The two of them smiled swiftly. How to interpret 

the psychology of letters from Justine, a variance 

from skirting the tables, each a bouquet of silver, 

crisp white linen, lustrous heavy crimson roses, 

to enter a corridor of plaster walls shrouded by 

dropcloths? Four men shove past us, arrogant, 

umbrellas furled tight one striped the rest black. 

I find their coats in the next closet and dig into 

the pockets, which yield one wallet. I’d hoped 

for a gun, but the money improves my morale 

and that cruel smile moving her lips through a 

foyer, into the breathless pool of information 

I had not seen since parking outside the hotel. 

 

Now I flung open the car door and jumped. An 

incendiary bullet followed me into a dark shop, 

whanged hard over my shoulder, burying itself 

in the wall. But I recognize the woman, black in 

a white skirt, who looks surprised to see me, and 

no wonder, nearly 15 years after we lean back to 

drink bloody Marys on a flight to San Francisco. 

With so much unfinished, empty of fittings, and 



innocent of water, the young trees die as surely 

as any dream launched in a 747 climbing from 

Houston, the thrust of jets exhilarating beyond 

our sense of marriage, husbands and wives like 

huge marble plinths waiting for statues to land. 

 

The others were still on their feet, burning fierce- 

ly. Particles with shorter half lives had dispersed 

into night. But the shame of it! his glasses flying 

(great black and brown shields on which moisture 

gleamed). Stop shaking, I said, his sharp aquiline 

nose and slash of mouth having at once become 

the lack of trust forming an airlock at the door. 

Outside, a pair of sentries snuggles into rubble, 

cunning. She let him do what he would, helped 

and then drew back, pregnancy a life sentence 

that made the hair inside her suit stand on end, 

a whisper of breakers pitched forward on sand. 

 

Shouting and stripping, a loss of clothes suffered 

before; the smell of ripe nudity. Keen to see, shy 

to look. Then jamming together, shock of touch, 

live things growing on a rock, our little organs. 

Eyes met. Everything was assessed, the profit, 

the risk. He tossed the picture into a tank, and 

I watched her adored face curl down through liquid 

and disappear into the tortuous path it took. When I 

plunged a hand after, my arm began to dissolve. 

 

Teeth clicked. Each syllable was carefully timed. 

 

She had bought herself a dress to wear for grand 

dinners, all black, that would serve for mourning 

the last step which, never quite taken, was taken 

back to the doorway, where he stood eyeing her 

over a sweep of cheekbone, the enlarged pupil 

as if veiled, the mineral intelligence of a glance 



fixed on her shoulder blades. Brilliant surf burst 

ahead, a great ribbon of metal curling back to the 

dead man nudged along by a breeze, walking up- 

right on his long legs above the strong southern 

current, his white silk trousers’ tasseled fringes  

still fluttering despite the spray from the waves. 

 

We lay there in shore light, dazed but aware that 

the costs of the voyage would barely be covered 

when we sailed up the dark, chasing a scent of vi- 

olets rising from a window box, Eastern Parkway, 

the cardboard deck and plastic sea overlit as on a 

studio set where the props are wearing thin, the 

motion of the ship is incorrect, and the shadows 

have been misplaced. I saw exactly the way his lips 

pulled back, wrinkling up to bare the enamel of his 

teeth and the gray of his gums in a yellowish smile. 

 

It was like talking to a friend and realizing that 

you can stare right through one of his eyes and 

out the back of his head. Hugging him, I go on de- 

spite the powerful sun beating down on my neck. 

I did go. I used to go. Your tenses get confused 

over so long, a thin sheaf held by a rubber band. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SPRING LOUNGE 

 

 

1. 

First I’m too early. But after five years away 

a free half hour will be a pleasure to kill 

on streets handsome as ever, and lovelier still 

at the neon end of a dark October day, 

 

each red and blue cool as rain you might say 

to a woman you don’t know, perhaps never will, 

and splashing from figures hurrying past until 

doorways intervene and faces zip to gray. 

 

Here’s mine now. Ten minutes late as if by nature, 

I wonder how I’ll recognize her—the clothes?— 

and how close we are to each other, how far . . . 

 

A small hand glides to my arm. I turn to the future 

as a shark strikes over bottles mirror lit in rows 

flanking the register behind the dark scarred bar. 

 

 

2. 

Watching a jukebox rainbow play over a shoulder 

drawn back to light up, the fine toss of blond hair 

as she looks away, breathes out a train of smoke, 

and again leans forward, her gray eyes flash blue, 

 

I slant downhill toward the stream, past a boulder 

that shields path from road and darkens the air 

on the far side, moist and thick enough to choke 

with scent of burst figs, maybe an unfallen few, 

 

listening to a voice silken, steady, and known 

to once adored names that blew her here like a kiss 

as if unaware she would tell their stories, too, 



 

until Patty catches up, tired of walking alone, 

ready to go home hungry, to do anything but this, 

and I reach for her hand, and she becomes you. 

 

 

3. 

Odd to think those two would ever grow tired 

of days that began with the staggered pro tems 

of a guinea cock flowering in a roofless room 

below, where Antigone’s hens stab at corn 

 

like philosophers for a truth not yet mired 

in the slow give and take of ingenious systems 

wheeling like doves through a perfect blue tomb 

reserved for anyone lucky enough to be born, 

 

but when we rise from the battered table at last, 

hungry ourselves, and walk up Broadway to Union Square 

(talk up: my jailbound brother, your suicidal mother), 

 

we leave that first couple on a hillside of the past, 

limestone stained lavender by shadow. From here 

they’ll leave, too: Crete, the old world, each other. 

 

 

4. 

Six months later I come back with Joel and Rick 

for drinks before more drinks. I’m completely sick, 

but when did feeling like hell ever stop me before? 

How did you feel Thursday when I slammed the door 

that was the only upright object left in sight 

after a month of lies and one truth poisoned night? 

Better, I hope. You should feel good when you rediscover 

that one expulsion always leads straight to another. 

Rick and Joel have been gone for hours. I’m on Avenue D, 

or it’s on me, in a crack house née shooting gallery 



the ironist on the couch keeps calling a cop shop. 

Unclenching his fist, he sighs and lets the needle drop. 

I wanted to say I love you still. But let this stand 

for the red rose twisting from the palm of his hand. 

 

 

 

            Ron Horning 

 

 

 

 

 

 


